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Abstract
This White Paper outlines the importance of addressing the fundamental science
theme “How are charged particles energized in space plasmas” through a future
ESA mission. The White Paper presents five compelling science questions related to
particle energization by shocks, reconnection, waves and turbulence, jets and their
combinations. Answering these questions requires resolving scale coupling, nonlinearity, and nonstationarity, which cannot be done with existing multi-point observations. In situ measurements from a multi-point, multi-scale L-class Plasma Observatory consisting of at least seven spacecraft covering fluid, ion, and electron scales
are needed. The Plasma Observatory will enable a paradigm shift in our comprehension of particle energization and space plasma physics in general, with a very
important impact on solar and astrophysical plasmas. It will be the next logical step
following Cluster, THEMIS, and MMS for the very large and active European space
plasmas community. Being one of the cornerstone missions of the future ESA Voyage 2050 science programme, it would further strengthen the European scientific
and technical leadership in this important field.
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1 Introduction
Baryonic matter in the Universe is almost exclusively a plasma. Energy conversion among electromagnetic, kinetic, thermal, and non-thermal energies leads to
the energization of particles in the plasma Universe (Fig. 1). Examples of plasma
regions of strong and sometimes spectacular particle energization are stellar coronae and winds, heliospheric and astrophysical shocks, planetary magnetospheres,
supernova remnants, accretion discs and astrophysical jets. The physics of particle
energization is a compelling science problem of major importance for the worldwide
plasma community.
The key questions to be addressed covering the fundamental plasma processes
that are responsible for most of particle energization in space plasmas are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

How are particles energized at shocks?
How are particles energized during magnetic reconnection?
How are particles energized by waves and turbulent fluctuations?
How are particles energized in plasma jets?
How are particles energized upon combination of different fundamental processes?

In situ measurements are required to understand how particles are energized in
space plasmas. In the Solar System, the near-Earth space is the best laboratory for
studying particle energization since very high resolution in situ measurements can
be performed and transmitted to ground with high cadence. Furthermore, the nearEarth space provides a broad range of different plasma conditions, which are ideal
to explore all the fundamental energization processes. Due to similarities with other
solar and astrophysical plasma regimes, many of the results obtained in the nearEarth space can be exported to those environments where in situ measurements are
not possible.
Over the last two decades, the multi-point constellations ESA/Cluster [1], NASA/
THEMIS [2] and NASA/MMS [3] have significantly improved our understanding
Fig. 1  The Plasma Universe.
Image credit: K. Tanaka and M.
F. Marcucci
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of particle energization. Also, these missions have shifted the focus of the space
plasma community towards quantitative fundamental plasma physics as demonstrated by the large number of publications in high impact journals (Nature, Science,
Physical Review Letters, etc.) devoted to these topics. This is also shown by a large
number of International Space Science Institute teams addressing particle energization, see Appendix 7..
The questions outlined above require resolving cross-scale coupling, nonlinearity,
and nonstationarity which cannot be done with existing multi-point constellations.
These constellations were designed for and optimally studied one scale at a time.
Moreover, 4-point measurements cannot resolve nonlinearity and nonstationarity. To
overcome all these limitations, in situ measurements by a Plasma Observatory consisting of at least seven spacecraft covering fluid, ion, and electron scales are needed
to fully answer these questions. Such a Plasma Observatory requires an ESA L-class
mission. Different mission concepts can be envisioned.
Constellation of seven spacecraft: This would be an optimization of the ESA
Cross-Scale concept [4]. The constellation would consist of seven spacecraft with
identical platforms and possibly two different types of payload, one tailored for electron scales and the other for ion/fluid scales. The actual repartition between the two
types of payload would depend on the technological and scientific developments.
Mother and 6 daughters: This would be an optimization of the earlier JAXA-CAS
SCOPE concept [5], a constellation of one mother spacecraft and 6 identical daughters all carrying identical scientific payload. The mother spacecraft will have a
SCOPE-like or THOR-like [6] high-resolution payload while the 6 smaller daughters will have lower resolution payloads.
A number of technological developments, some of them already ongoing, on platforms, payload, and operations, will allow the complexity and cost of such a Plasma
Observatory to be reduced. In addition to these developments, the currently strong
worldwide interest in such constellations, e.g. in the USA, China, Japan, and Russia,
would enable significant international participation to this observatory.

2 Motivation
Conversion among electromagnetic, kinetic, thermal, and non-thermal energies in
collisionless astrophysical plasmas results in the energization of electrons, protons,
and heavier ions. A complete comprehension of the energization mechanisms is far
from being achieved.
The near-Earth space (Fig. 2) is the best natural laboratory to study particle energization since very high resolution in situ measurements are possible therein. These
measurements are required to identify the exact energization mechanisms and how
they depend on different plasma conditions, which are found in different regions
such as the pristine solar wind, the foreshock, the bow shock, magnetosheath
(shocked solar wind), the magnetopause, and magnetotail current sheet and jet braking region. These conditions in dimensionless parameter space are similar to those
in solar and astrophysical plasmas, so that much of the understanding of particle
energization processes from near-Earth space can be exported there.
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Fig. 2  Near-Earth regions
important for particle energization. Colour scale is the ion
parallel temperature (in arbitrary
units) in 2D global hybrid
simulation. Courtesy of D.
Krauss-Varban

Following the pioneering work in the 60’s with the first satellites carrying in situ
plasma instrumentation in near-Earth space (e.g. Luna1-3, Mariner-2, Explorer1 and
3), a large number of single-spacecraft missions have explored the near-Earth space
providing an increasing number of details of plasma regions (e.g. Helios, ISEE,
AMPTE, Geotail, ACE, Wind, INTERBALL, and Equator-S) and a first framework
to understand particle energization. In the last two decades, multi-point in situ measurements from Cluster, THEMIS, and MMS with much improved instrument resolution and data quality, together with boosting computational capabilities of numerical
simulations, have allowed major advances. These led to a natural evolution from a
qualitative description of phenomena to a quantitative study of fundamental plasma
processes. Following this evolution, a very large fraction of the scientific community made major efforts to improve our understanding of particle energization produced by shocks, magnetic reconnection, turbulence, and plasma jets, and this theme
has emerged as a compelling science topic that needs to be studied in the coming
decades.
Despite all these results, the multi-spacecraft missions have clearly highlighted
many critical limitations which hinder further significant advances and the ability
to discover new physics, and eventually reach closure on the compelling theme of
particle energization. Two blocking points are present: the limited number of observation points (number of spacecraft) and the limited resolution of current instrumentation (both in time and in velocity space). As for the number of points available, recent in situ observations and simulations unequivocally demonstrate that
particle energization mechanisms are strongly coupled on three fundamental scales
simultaneously: the electron-kinetic, ion-kinetic, and fluid scales, while Cluster and
MMS can only address one scale at a time, fluid or ions and ions or electron, respectively. Current observations also show that most of the plasma structures which are
responsible for particle energization are 3D, non-linear, and non-stationary. Yet, the
existing four-spacecraft missions, i.e. Cluster and MMS, can only resolve linear and
stationary structures. As for the resolution of in situ instrumentation, many limitations need to be overcome too. The MMS mission has made substantial improvements with respect to Cluster, namely in the measurements of ion and electron 3D
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distribution functions at their characteristic scales. Nevertheless, substantial further
improvements are still needed, namely high-time resolution measurements of massresolved ions, high angular and energy resolution of solar wind ions, and improved
sensitivity and accuracy of electric and magnetic field measurements. To overcome
all these limitations, at least seven points of measurements with high-resolution are
needed, as will be illustrated by the examples in Section 3.
While these seven-point measurements are not yet available, very limited multiscale measurements have been available after modification of the Cluster constellation starting from 2007. As an example, two spacecraft have been separated in
the magnetotail by a few tens of km (sub-ion to ion scales) while separated from
the others by several thousands of km (fluid scales). Results based on these observations have provided only limited insights on cross-scale coupling [7, 8]. Another
way to obtain multi-scale observations is to use conjunctions between existing constellations, e.g. between Cluster and MMS and between THEMIS and MMS. These
fortuitous few conjunctions, while useful to address how small-scale processes are
related over global scales under the same external conditions, cannot address the
coupling between fluid, ion, and electron scales in the same region of space.
A number of attempts have been made in the last decade to provide the community with a multi-point, multi-scale plasma observatory. The mission concept CrossScale [4] was selected by ESA for a competitive Phase-A study as a Cosmic Vision
M-class candidate and has been a very important step in this direction. The focus
of Cross-Scale, a constellation of seven identical spacecraft flying in formation and
covering simultaneously two scales, is on the science of fundamental energization
processes shocks, reconnection, and turbulence. The JAXA SCOPE mission [5] is
a constellation of five spacecraft addressing similar questions to Cross-Scale, with
a couple of mother-daughter spacecraft measuring the microscopic scales and three
additional spacecraft the macroscopic scales. The EIDOSCOPE [9] mission concept
was proposed in the framework of an ESA M3 mission to complement the SCOPE
constellation with one spacecraft focusing on particle acceleration. The mission concept THOR [6] performed a competitive Phase-A study at ESA as an M4 candidate.
It was one spacecraft carrying the highest resolution in situ payload ever conceived,
addressing the energization of particles by turbulence. The mission concept PROSPERO, submitted as an ESA F1 candidate, was a constellation of eight CubeSats
and one mother spacecraft addressing the structure of particle energization sites in
near-Earth space. Finally, the mission concept Debye, also submitted as an ESA F1
candidate, was a mother spacecraft accompanied by three smaller daughters to study
electron heating in plasma.
All these efforts clearly demonstrate the strong need of the space plasmas community for a new Plasma Observatory consisting of a seven-points constellation providing high-resolution measurements in near-Earth space. The ESA Cosmic Vision
plan already includes a magnetospheric swarm as one of the mission scenarios identified to address the Theme 2.1—“How does the Solar System work? From the Sun
to the edges of the Solar System”. Such an observatory corresponds to an L-class
mission and is the next logical step for the world-leading European space plasmas
community. It would also provide very valuable input and synergies to the planetary,
solar, and astrophysical communities.
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3 Science theme and questions
The science theme that this White Paper addresses is: “How are charged particles
energized in space plasmas”. This is a theme of pivotal importance, as demonstrated by the very large number of refereed publications in high impact journals
(Nature, Science, Physical Review Letters, etc.), dedicated books, review articles, and special issues. Numerous international research collaborations have been
devoted to this topic, such as workshops, working groups, and ISSI forums and ISSI
teams (see Appendix 7.).
As anticipated in the previous section, energization of particles in space plasmas, including solar and astrophysical plasmas, is related to fundamental plasma
processes such as shocks, magnetic reconnection, turbulence, and waves, as well
as plasma jets [10–12]. However, the exact physical mechanisms of energization
behind those processes, as well as coupling between the different mechanisms, are
not understood quantitatively and therefore key science questions to be answered by
the Plasma Observatory are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How are particles energized at shocks?
How are particles energized during magnetic reconnection?
How are particles energized by waves and turbulent fluctuations?
How are particles energized in plasma jets?
How are particles energized upon combination of different fundamental processes?

Particle energization for all the above questions involves simultaneous coupling
of processes at electron, ion, and fluid scales. In addition to this scale coupling, even
at a given scale, plasma energization structures are highly nonlinear and nonstationary. Resolving the complex scale coupling, as well as nonlinearity and nonstationarity, is required to reach closure on these questions. All this is not possible with
current four-point observations, and measurements by the new Plasma Observatory
are required.
For each of the five questions above, we provide several examples illustrating
the need for such new measurements. The Plasma Observatory shall probe different near-Earth space regions, such as the pristine and shocked solar wind, the bow
shock, magnetopause, and the magnetotail current sheet, which are all representative
of solar and astrophysical plasma environments.

3.1 How are charged particles energized at shocks?
Shocks are formed when a plasma moves supersonically in an external environment.
The transition from supersonic to subsonic flow leads to the deceleration, compression, and heating of the incident plasma and is usually accompanied by particle
acceleration. A large fraction of particle heating and acceleration occurring in space
and astrophysical plasmas, is believed to be produced at collisionless shocks (e.g.
[13, 14]). Important examples are shocks generated by supernovae explosions [15]
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Fig. 3  Strong particle acceleration at supernova remnant shock
SN 1006. The magnetic field is
radial in yellow regions (quasiparallel) and perpendicular
to the radial direction in blue
regions (quasi-perpendicular).
The most efficient particle
acceleration is attained at the
quasi-parallel portion of the
shock [15]

(Fig. 3), mergers of galaxy clusters (and possibly accretion onto clusters), as well as
interstellar, interplanetary, planetary, and termination shocks.
The terrestrial bow shock, generated by the interaction of the solar wind with
the Earth’s magnetosphere, is the most studied shock using in situ data. Key
parameters controlling particle energization at shocks are the Mach number and
the shock angle, which is the angle between the shock normal and inflowing
magnetic field. Astrophysical shocks are much larger and can have significantly
higher Mach numbers but the physical mechanisms of particle acceleration can
be very similar. This makes the terrestrial bow shock the best natural laboratory to study particle energization at shocks, allowing much of the knowledge to
be exported to distant astrophysical shocks where in situ measurements are not
possible.
Collisionless shocks are inherently multi-scale processes. The shock transition
occurs due to highly non-equilibrium physics coupling electron, ion, and fluid scales
and creates very complex plasma structures at each of these scales. These structures
are important for particle energization.
3.1.1 Ion injection to suprathermal energies
The Diffusive Shock Acceleration (DSA) [16] is a well-established mechanism to
produce energetic particles at collisionless shock waves. Typically, ions are more
accelerated than electrons, e.g. in a supernova shock the ion acceleration efficiency
is about two orders of magnitude higher than that of electrons [17]. In order for DSA
to proceed efficiently, however, a fraction of the seed population particles needs first
to be pre-accelerated to suprathermal energies, a process called injection. Despite
its importance, a complete understanding of the physical mechanisms of injection
is far from being achieved. Without this understanding, it is not possible to establish
a meaningful injection model, which is crucial to interpret remote observations at
astrophysical shocks.
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Fig. 4  Quasi-parallel shock. a Kinetic simulations of the time evolution of ion injection at a quasi-parallel shock with Mach number M = 20 [18]. b, c MMS measurements of ion energization by SLAMS.
d SLAMS evolution in Cluster data [23], e sketch illustrating the need for seven spacecraft to resolve
spatio-temporal variations at SLAMS

Numerical simulations of the shock structure and ion dynamics have attempted
to obtain injection models. For example, such models predict that there should be a
strong dependence of the injection efficiency on the obliquity of the shock [18]. The
model by Kucharek et al. [19] shows a two-step process where an initial acceleration
of ions in the shock ramp is followed by multiple ion reflections across the shock.
Figure 4a shows an example of kinetic simulations of a quasi-parallel shock [18].
The shock discontinuity evolves on kinetic timescales (a few proton gyration times)
leading to a formation of nonlinear and nonstationary upstream structures at kinetic
scales. Ion injection is produced by reflection and scattering of incoming ions with
such structures and depends on ion masses and energies. Therefore, accurate measurements resolving such kinetic structures and particle distributions at multiple
points are crucial for understanding how the injection actually works.
An important example of upstream structures is represented by the Short Large
Amplitude Magnetic Structures (SLAMS), which are common features of quasiparallel shocks [20, 21] and are very efficient for ion scattering and energization, see
Fig. 4 (b and c) [22, 23]. Figure 4d shows Cluster four-point measurements of one
SLAMS demonstrating that they are neither linear (planar) nor stationary since the
amplitude of the SLAMS appears to grow as it propagates. Cluster and MMS measurements cannot distinguish spatial from temporal variations.
At least seven measurement points are needed to fully characterize the spatial
structure and separate the growth of SLAMS from their motion. One point in addition to four spacecraft will allow the growth in time of the SLAMS amplitude to
be resolved along the propagation direction (P7 in Fig. 4e) and address nonstationarity. Having two additional spacecraft in different directions perpendicular to the
propagation direction (P5 and P6) will resolve the 3D morphology of SLAMS and
address nonlinearity. Both magnetic and electric fields and 3D ion distribution functions, both in thermal and suprathermal ranges, shall be measured at ion scales (typical cadence ~ 0.1 s). Ion measurements shall also resolve mass composition, at least
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protons and alpha particles since the different ions have different gyroradii and interact differently with SLAMS.
Such measurements will allow us to assess the efficiency of solar wind ion energization due to SLAMS, as well as hot flow anomalies [24] and other foreshock
structures [25]. Composition measurements will be crucial for understanding preferential energization and the energy partition among species, something of key importance for cosmic rays [26, 27].
3.1.2 Electron heating
Another very important question illustrating the need for new multi-point, multiscale measurements at shocks is how electrons are heated in the shock transition
[14]. The issue of electron-to-proton temperature ratio is of crucial importance for
astrophysical shocks in that it affects the expected X-ray emission from the downstream region of such shocks. Early in situ observations have shown that a substantial part of incident ion ram kinetic energy is converted into electron thermal energy
[28], raising the fundamental question of which mechanisms are responsible for this
heating. Adiabatic heating is a natural candidate, yet a systematic deviation from
adiabaticity is observed and is still not understood [28–30].
Limited Cluster measurements at electron scales were possible at one point
only and have hinted that heating scales could be as small as a few electron scales
[31]. Recent MMS four-point measurements at electron scales [30] have been able
to resolve electron scale heating and strongly suggested that the heating process
is highly nonadiabatic, far beyond the simple picture of a quasi-static cross-shock
potential. Yet no simultaneous measurements at ion scales were available with
MMS. Such simultaneous measurements are needed since shock non-stationarity
can strongly affect electron heating and typically occurs at both ion scales [23] and
electron scales [32]. Additionally, trapping within shock ripples and other electronscale structures can allow electrons to reside close to the shock ramp where they can
gain even more energy from the shock electric fields.
At least seven measurement points are needed, either simultaneously at both electron and ion scales to resolve scale coupling, or all at electron scales to resolve nonlinearity and non-stationarity of heating structures. These measurements will allow
a consistent model of electron heating at the shock and estimates of quantities such
as heating rates to be obtained, which could be used to help interpreting X-ray emissions from solar and astrophysical plasmas, such as e.g. those from galaxy clusters
where shock heating is known to be important [33] and those from supernova remnant shocks.
3.2 How are charged particles energized during magnetic reconnection?
A large fraction of particle energization occurring in astrophysical plasmas is produced at current sheets, which separate magnetic fields and plasmas of different
types. The dominant process of particle energization in current sheets is magnetic
reconnection, a fundamental process which converts magnetic energy into kinetic,
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Fig. 5  Radiation emitted by
energized particles in a solar
flare. A radio source (blue) is
observed at the top of hot flaring
loops (~10 MK), which is nearly
co-spatial with a non-thermal
hard X-ray source (white
contours) seen by the RHESSI
spacecraft. From [35]

thermal, and non-thermal energies of plasmas [34]. Energization by reconnection
plays a key role in solar flares [35] (Fig. 5), in the heating of stellar coronae [36]
and accretion discs [37], in driving their supersonic winds, in relativistic jets from
black holes and other compact objects, in powering giant radio galaxies [38] and
in accelerating cosmic rays [39, 40]. In the near-Earth space, particle energization
by reconnection is the main process responsible for the transfer of energy from the
solar wind into the magnetosphere and it occurs at the magnetopause and magnetotail current sheets.
Magnetic reconnection and associated particle energization are inherently multiscale processes. Reconnection occurs in thin current sheets where kinetic effects first
decouple ions from the magnetic field in the ion-scale diffusion region [41] and then
electrons in the electron-scale diffusion region [42, 43]. Microscale processes occurring at these kinetic scales control particle energization, which eventually affect
much larger volumes at fluid scales and beyond. On the other hand, large-scale processes control the location and formation of thin current sheets, and thus directly
affect how reconnection initiates and evolves. It is therefore essential to simultaneously measure both the large-scale and the kinetic-scale plasma processes. In addition to this scale coupling, simulations and in situ observations indicate that, even
at a given scale, the structure of reconnection regions can be rather nonlinear and
nonstationary [44–49].
3.2.1 Electron heating
One science case demonstrating the need for new multi-scale measurements is
electron heating in reconnection. Different mechanisms have been proposed,
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Fig. 6  Electron heating parallel to ambient magnetic field in asymmetric reconnection. a Numerical simulations show efficient parallel heating in 3D simulations [53]. b MMS small-scale observations show
similar heating (top panels) at low density side and it is consistent with being due to parallel electric field
potential (bottom panels) [54]. Schematic seven spacecraft constellation, P1-P7, would allow to address
the role of cross-scale coupling in the formation of acceleration sites

such as heating due to electric potential drops aligned to the background magnetic field or heating by different plasma waves such as whistlers or electrostatic
waves [50–52]. Figure 6a shows an example from asymmetric reconnection for
which 3D simulations predict efficient parallel electron heating, while no such
heating is observed in 2D simulations [53] indicating that 3D effects are crucial.
Recent MMS observations at the magnetopause in Fig. 6b have established that
heating is due to parallel potential drop [54], yet the formation mechanism and
the location of the heating regions is still not understood. Simulations show that
these 3D heating regions are formed at sub-ion scales. On the other hand, the
reconnection process itself is driven over a volume corresponding to many ion
scales. Understanding the coupling between these two scales is therefore crucial
to understand electron heating. Neither Cluster nor MMS four-point measurements can simultaneously address 3D structures at both scales.
At least seven measurement points are needed. In addition to four spacecraft
at sub-ion scales, three additional spacecraft separated by many ion scales are
required to simultaneously observe the inflow (P5 and P6 in Fig. 6a) and outflow
regions (P7), e.g. to measure the boundary conditions and to estimate the geometry of the reconnection site. Magnetic and electric fields and electron distribution functions shall be measured in 3D at least on a few spacecraft at sub-ion
scales (typical cadence tens of milliseconds).
In addition to heating due to parallel potential drops, plasma waves can also
heat electrons. However, the relative importance between wave and potential
drop heating is not understood and is an open question of fundamental importance. As an example, electrostatic waves (EWs) and electrostatic solitary waves
(ESWs) are observed together with electron heating at reconnection separatrices [55, 56] but their role for electron heating is not established. Recent MMS
observations allowed for improved measurements of EW and ESW properties
compared to Cluster [57–59] and clearly indicated that they are nonlinear and
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often nonstationary structures whose spatial and temporal evolution cannot be
resolved with four-point measurements.
At least seven measurement points are needed to fully characterize these electrostatic structures and to establish their actual role in electron heating. All these measurements will allow us the relative importance of potential jumps and wave-particle
interactions for electron heating to be quantitatively assessed, which is a topic of
general importance for other heliospheric and astrophysical plasmas [60].
3.2.2 Differential ion energization
Another very important science problem is how different ion species are energized during reconnection. A typical example can be found in the Earth’s magnetotail where oxygen ions can have significant concentrations [61]. Due to their
different gyroradii, heavier ions decouple from the magnetic fields at larger
scales than protons, substantially modifying the structure of the reconnection
diffusion region where ions are energized. This can lead to important effects on
ion energization such as reducing the speed of reconnection jets and the reconnection rate [62]. Another possible effect is reducing the number of secondary
magnetic islands and slowing down their merging process [63], thus leading to
a less efficient energization by these structures [64, 65]. At present, only very
limited observations of simultaneous proton and oxygen energization in the diffusion region exist by Cluster spacecraft [66].
At least seven spacecraft observations are needed to resolve simultaneously
both proton and oxygen scales. High time resolution measurements of massresolved ion distribution functions (cadence from several hundreds of milliseconds to 1 s) are also needed since they are not available on either Cluster (4 s
cadence) or MMS (10 s cadence).
These observations will be very important to understand particle energization
during reconnection when the concentration of heavy ions is high, such as in reconnection during storm times in the terrestrial magnetosphere [67], at the magnetopause of Ganymede [68] or in impulsive solar flares[69, 70].
3.3 How are particles energized by waves and turbulent fluctuations?
Waves and turbulent fluctuations are ubiquitous in space and astrophysical plasma.
Significant particle energization is related to the dissipation of different types of
plasma waves and turbulent fluctuations, such as Kelvin–Helmholtz, kinetic Alfvén,
whistlers, different kind of solitary waves, and coherent structures. Examples can be
found in galaxies [71, 72], stellar interiors [73], interstellar [74, 75] and interplanetary media [76, 77] and planetary magnetospheres [78, 79].
Near-Earth turbulent regions, such as the pristine and shocked solar wind (magnetosheath), and magnetopause and magnetotail boundary layers, allow particle
energization mechanisms by different types of waves and turbulent fluctuations to
be observed under different conditions, over a broad range of scales. Due to similarities with other solar and astrophysical regimes, many of the results obtained in
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Fig. 7  Coronal Mass Ejection eruption seen by the
Solar Dynamics Observatory
spacecraft [80]. The large white
box is a magnified view of the
erupting structure. Right: temporal evolution of Kelvin–Helmholtz vortices at the boundary
between the dark region, corresponding to evacuated material,
and the surrounding ambient
material (seen in the small
white box). Strong heating may
occur within Kelvin–Helmholtz
vortices through wave-particle
interaction

near-Earth space are helpful for understanding other plasma environments. As an
example, Kelvin–Helmholtz waves and turbulence are observed both in the solar
corona [80] (Fig. 7) and in the terrestrial magnetopause boundary.
Such processes are intrinsically connected across multiple scales. In turbulence,
for example, the energy of large fluid-scale structures is transported towards smaller
scales through a turbulent cascade of nonlinear interactions [76], making it crucial
to resolve scale-coupling through multi-points measurements [81]. When the energy
reaches the ion and electron scales, plasma kinetic processes arise, such as nonlinear
damping of waves and dissipation in coherent structures which convert the energy
of the turbulent fluctuations into plasma heating and particle acceleration [82–84].
The energy transfer and dissipation processes, the scale at which each of the processes occur, the energy partition between protons, heavier ions or electrons are still
open questions. The increasing performance of numerical simulations [85–87] and
theoretical efforts [88, 89] allow these questions to be addressed. However, currently
available multi-point in situ measurements clearly demonstrate the need for a new
dedicated mission that can address the cross-scale coupling and nonlinearity [90–92]
3.3.1 Particle energization at coherent structures
One very important science case demonstrating the need for new multi-scale measurements is particle energization due to the energy dissipation in coherent structures
generated by turbulence, which are localized both in space and time [93]. These
include thin current sheets, magnetic islands, isolated flux tubes, and small-scale
vortices. Figure 8 shows predictions from numerical simulations and in situ MMS
observations data which confirm that strong energy dissipation and particle energization occurs in kinetic-scale regions which are associated with strong electric
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Fig. 8  Energy dissipation and particle energization in turbulence due to coherent structures. a spatial distribution of energy dissipation as seen in Particle-In-Cell simulations, showing that dissipation is concentrated at kinetic-scale coherent structures [94]. b simulations and MMS observations [90] showing that
the strongest dissipation occurs in regions of highest current. c MMS measurements of electron heating
showing that strong parallel electron heating is associated to dissipation and high currents

currents [90, 94]. These are also regions where non-Maxwellian features of particle
distribution functions are observed. Cluster measurements at ion scales have shown
energy dissipation and particle energization at thin current sheets observed in the
turbulent pristine solar wind and magnetosheath [95–100], which can be associated
to small-scale reconnection [101] predicted by Matthaeus et al. [102]. However,
Cluster measurements could not resolve the electron scales. Recent MMS measurements have resolved electron-scale coherent structures. As an example, electronscale reconnection events are observed in the turbulent magnetosheath [103, 104]
and are associated with dissipation at electron scales. MMS has also observed other
electron-scale coherent structures, such as magnetic holes and vortices which are
associated with strong electron energization [105]. MMS, on the other hand, cannot
provide simultaneous observations at ion and fluid scales that are driving the turbulent energy input and coherent structure formation and therefore does not allow the
coupling between scales to be addressed.
At least seven measurement points distributed in space to cover multiple scales
are needed to resolve scale coupling in turbulent coherent structures and assess how
it controls particle energization mechanisms. This would allow the correct identification and full description of coherent structures at different scales, as well as the
turbulence conditions on larger scales. It would remove the severe approximations
arising in the four-spacecraft techniques, which are mostly based on linearity and
stationarity assumptions for obtaining 3D propagation and shape. In addition, measurements of particle distributions should be improved with respect to MMS e.g.
some electron-scale spacecraft should have higher time resolution electron measurements and higher phase-space resolution to resolve the fine details of the particle
distributions that can reveal the nature of the dissipative processes [88, 89]. High
time resolution mass-resolved ions should also be measured to evaluate the differential energization of protons and α particles [106].
Future multi-point observations of particle energization in coherent structures can
be important to help interpreting remote observations e.g. in the interstellar medium
where large-scale turbulence properties can be measured [107] but no information is
available on the smaller scales.
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Fig. 9  A radio image of the
galaxy Cygnus A showing the
jet and radio lobes. The ‘hot
spots’ that mark the shock fronts
between the jet and the interstellar medium are clearly evident.
Image credit: NRAO/AUI

3.3.2 Particle energization by Kelvin–Helmholtz waves
Another science case demonstrating the need of new multi-scale measurements is
particle energization occurring at Kelvin–Helmholtz (KH) waves and large amplitude vortices that develop during the turbulent stage of the instability [85]. Kelvin–Helmholtz waves are generated in boundary layers with a flow shear between
adjacent plasmas, such as at the terrestrial magnetopause [108–110]. Kelvin–Helmholtz waves occurs also in other astrophysical plasmas, e.g. in the solar corona (e.g.
[80]), astrophysical jets (e.g. [111]), or even at the level of galaxy clusters (e.g.
[112]). Energy conversion and particle energization during KH instability is an
inherently multi-scale process. Recent supercomputer simulations predict that linear KH waves excited at the dayside magnetopause evolve into large-scale vortices
eventually reaching a very turbulent stage where sites of substantial particle energization are produced at kinetic scales e.g. by secondary instabilities in vortices or
small-scale reconnection [113, 114]. Cluster observations at fluid scales could only
infer the existence of large-scale vortices at the magnetopause under 2D and steadystate assumptions [115]. Further Cluster observations at ion scales have identified
ion energization in KH vortices due to small-scale reconnection [116] or ion-scale
magnetosonic waves [117]. More recent MMS observations have shown evidence
of energization of both ions [91] and electrons [118] in the turbulent phase of KH
instability [119]. In order to address the scale coupling, simultaneous observations
at least at two scales, fluid/ion or ion/electron, are needed in order to follow the
overall vortex formation and evolution and resolve particle energization. Additionally, KH vortices can have a quite nonlinear and nonstationary structure, especially
in the turbulent phase. Neither Cluster nor MMS four-point measurements can provide such observations.
At least seven measurement points are needed to resolve scale coupling of particle energization in KH instability and to resolve nonlinear and nonstationary structure of energization sites. These measurements could be used to interpret remote
observations of KH-related particle energization, e.g. in CMEs [120], solar [121]
and astrophysical jets [122] and molecular clouds [123].
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3.4 How are particles energized in plasma jets?
Jets are ubiquitous in astrophysical plasmas. They are observed in near-Earth space
[124–126] and in the magnetospheres of other planets [127], in the solar corona
[128, 129] and chromosphere [130], as well as in other astrophysical objects such as
jets from AGNs, protostars [131] and galaxies, see Fig. 9.
Plasma jets are efficient for particle energization. In near-Earth space the most
important examples are jets generated in the magnetopause and magnetotail current
sheets as well as jets downstream of the shock. As jets propagate and interact with
the ambient plasma, particles are heated and accelerated at the jet boundary, often
referred to as plasma jet front [8, 44, 132–135]. Jets eventually stop in the jet braking regions upon interaction with obstacles, such as the Earth’s magnetic dipolar
field[136, 137], where particles can be efficiently accelerated [138, 139] and later
injected into the inner magnetosphere [140].
Particle energization at jet fronts and in braking regions involves a strong coupling of electron, ion and fluid scales. In the magnetotail, as an example, jet fronts
have a large lateral extension at fluid scales (many Earth radii) while having a much
smaller thickness at kinetic scales [141]. Microscale processes occurring at fronts
control the electric fields and the waves responsible for particle energization which,
on the other hand, affect much larger volumes at fluid scales. It is therefore essential to simultaneously observe both the fluid-scale and the kinetic-scale plasma processes. In addition to this scale coupling, simulations and in situ observations indicate that, even at a given scale, the structure of fronts and braking regions can be
nonlinear and nonstationary (e.g. [142]).
3.4.1 Electron energization at jet fronts in the magnetotail
One science case demonstrating the need for new multi-scale measurements is electron energization at plasma jet fronts in the magnetotail. At large temporal and spatial scales, magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations with test particles indicate
that electron acceleration at jet fronts results from adiabatic betatron and Fermi
mechanisms within large-scale magnetic flux tubes [132] and this prediction has
been confirmed by observations [134, 143], see Fig. 10 (a and b). On the other hand,
Cluster and THEMIS observations indicate that important conversion of electromagnetic energy occurs at kinetic scales [144], leading to strong electron energization by electric fields and waves at those scales [145]. This was recently confirmed
by MMS observations [146]. The scale coupling between fluid and kinetic scales is
not understood and simultaneous observations at both scales are needed to obtain a
full understanding of electron energization mechanisms. However, none of the available multi-point measurements can provide such observations. At least seven measurement points are needed in order to resolve the coupling between fluid and kinetic
scales.
Simulations and spacecraft observations also indicate that jet fronts are often
very structured due to the development of different instabilities which range from
electron-scale instabilities to hybrid-scale instabilities, such as the lower-hybrid drift
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Fig. 10  Electron energization at jet fronts. In situ observations of reconnection jets: a plasma flow, b
large-scale electron energization [134]. Numerical simulations showing nonlinear structures at jet fronts:
c 3D isosurfaces of density with superimposed field lines from MHD simulations [150]. d parallel electron temperature from Particle-In-Cell simulations [151]. Schematic seven spacecraft constellation,
P1-P7, would allow the spatial and temporal evolution of electron energization at jet fronts, as well as
scale coupling, to be characterized

instability, to ion-scale (e.g. kinetic interchange) and MHD instabilities, such as the
interchange-ballooning, drift kink and Kelvin–Helmholtz instabilities [147–149].
Figure 10c shows a 3D MHD numerical simulation of a jet front undergoing
interchange-like instability [150]. The front shows 3D nonlinear structures at fluid
scales. Such structures also occur at kinetic scales and are important sites of electron
energization, Fig. 10d [151]. Simulations also show the formation of small-scale
reconnection sites in the vicinity of the jet front, which can further contribute to
electron heating [44]. All these structures are nonlinear and nonstationary structures
whose spatial and temporal evolution cannot be resolved with four-point measurements even at a given scale. At least seven measurement points are needed to characterize the spatial and temporal evolution of jet fronts and associated electron energization sites.
Similar energization as that at magnetotail jet fronts is invoked for solar flares
[152] where shocks are also thought to be formed [153]. Future multi-point, multiscale in situ observations in the magnetotail will therefore be very important to help
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understanding electron energization in the corona, for which only remote observations are possible.
3.4.2 Particle energization in magnetosheath jets
Another science case demonstrating the need for new multi-scale measurements is
particle energization in magnetosheath jets. Magnetosheath jets are fluid-scale structures with a significantly enhanced dynamic pressure with respect to the ambient
magnetosheath plasma and predominantly occur downstream of the quasi-parallel
bow shock. Solar wind plasma can form jets as it passes inclined surfaces at shock
ripples, resulting in an intrinsically nonlinear and nonstationary jet structure [154].
As jets propagate in the magnetosheath, they interact with and modify the ambient
plasma [155, 156]. This interaction creates sites where particles can be efficiently
energized, such as magnetic bottles where Fermi acceleration operates [135] and
kinetic-scale current sheets [157] and shocks [158]. All these sites have a nonlinear
and nonstationary structure whose spatial and temporal evolution cannot be resolved
with current four-point measurements even at one given scale. Additionally, current
four-point measurements cannot capture the multi-scale nature of jets where fluid
and kinetic scales are strongly coupled.
At least seven measurement points are needed to fully characterize the spatial and
temporal evolution of magnetosheath jets and associated particle energization sites
as well as scale coupling therein. Jets should be universally occurring downstream
of collisionless shocks such as other planetary or exoplanetary bow shocks or astrophysical shocks. Future multi-scale observations in the magnetosheath will be very
important to help understanding particle energization by jets in those plasmas.
3.5 How are particles energized upon combination of different fundamental
processes?
One of the major insights coming from Cluster, THEMIS, and MMS missions, as
well as from recent 3D supercomputer simulations, is that in real systems different
particle energization processes are often combined in a complex way. For example,
there are observations of small-scale reconnection in turbulence [101, 103], as well
as turbulence in large-scale reconnection [159], observations of turbulence at shocks
[20], as well as reconnection at shocks [160, 161]. Large-scale kinetic simulations
even show the combination of shocks, reconnection, turbulence, and jets in the same
region [162, 163]. There are clear indications that the combination of different processes, each per se important for particle energization, can make energization even
more efficient. Also scale coupling and the formation of nonlinear and nonstationary
energization sites will be further enhanced during the combination of processes, see
Fig. 11. All this presents a big challenge for theoretical models and in situ observations. Addressing these questions requires designing missions that can go beyond the
approach of existing missions focusing on a single process at a time.
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Fig. 11  Example from a numerical simulation of the terrestrial
bow shock where shock, turbulence, reconnection, and jets all
couple together [162]. Colour
scale is the ion velocity, which
has a turbulent behavior with
the formation of magnetosheath
jets and small-scale reconnection regions

Fig. 12  Laminar EDR: MMS measurements of a magnetic field and b reconnection jet reversal. Results
from FOTE method: c magnetic field topology and d map of electron energization. Turbulent IDR [159]:
Cluster measurements of e magnetic field showing current filaments and f energy dissipation, and g cartoon showing a schematic 7 spacecraft constellation that would allow the spatial and temporal evolution
of the turbulent diffusion region and particle electron energization therein to be resolved
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3.5.1 Turbulent reconnection
One science case demonstrating the need for new multi-scale measurements is particle energization during turbulent reconnection, where reconnection and turbulence
strongly couple [164, 165]. MMS measurements have shown examples of electron
diffusion regions (EDR) that are laminar both at the magnetopause [42] and in the
magnetotail [43]. Figure 12a-d presents one such laminar EDR at the magnetopause,
initially reported by Chen et al. [166] and whose structure has been reconstructed with
the FOTE method [167]. This method assumes linear variations of the magnetic field
in the volume surrounding MMS and has allowed the magnetic topology of the EDR
to be reproduced, Fig. 12c, together with a map of electron energization, Fig. 12d. For
such laminar EDRs, four-point measurements can reveal the electron and ion dynamics in a satisfactory manner. However, simulations [44, 165] and spacecraft observations [46, 49, 159] indicate that the reconnection diffusion regions can be rather turbulent, with the formation of many intermittent structures such as thin current sheets,
magnetic islands, vortices and magnetic holes which are very efficient to energize particles [168–171]. Figure 12e-g shows an example of such turbulent reconnection in
the Earth’s magnetotail. The four Cluster spacecraft crossed the ion diffusion region
(IDR) and observed strong turbulence of magnetic fields characterized by intense current filaments, Fig. 12e, associated with strong energy dissipation, Fig. 12f. Current
filaments occur mostly at magnetic nulls [172] rather than at the X-line as expected
for laminar reconnection. This case shows that the IDR can be turbulent (nonlinear),
Fig. 12g, and other spacecraft observations support this, e.g. observations of coalescing flux ropes [171] and magnetic holes [173]. For such nonlinear structures, available
four-point measurements are not enough to reveal their topologies and the associated
particle energization mechanisms.
At least seven measurement points are needed to fully characterize the spatial and
temporal evolution of turbulent reconnection and associated particle energization
structures. Future multi-point observations in the magnetotail will be very important
to help understand turbulent reconnection in other plasma environments, e.g. in the
solar corona where reconnection current sheets can become turbulent forming many
magnetic islands efficient for particle acceleration [174, 175].
3.5.2 Reconnection in shocks
Another science case demonstrating the need for new multi-scale measurements is
particle energization during reconnection in shocks. Numerical simulations of high
Mach number shock show strong electron energization during reconnection in the
shock transition, with electrons being accelerated when colliding with reconnection
jets and magnetic islands [163]. More recent simulations show that reconnection and
energization occurs for both ions and electrons and are concentrated in magnetic
islands [176]. Very recent MMS case study observations have confirmed that reconnection can occur in the shock transition layer. In one case, reconnection is observed
in an ion-scale current sheet having an ion jet and the typical signatures of electron–ion coupling of Hall reconnection [160]. In the second case, on the other hand,
reconnection is observed in an electron-scale current sheet having an electron jet
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only but no coupling to ions [161]. Electron energization is observed in both cases
while ion energization is not. These results suggest that a complex coupling between
ion and electron scales exist during reconnection at shocks, which is not understood.
MMS measurements are able to resolve energization at electron scales however they
cannot provide simultaneous measurements at ion scales. Cluster and THEMIS
measurements lack the resolution to resolve electron physics. At least 7 measurement points are necessary to capture the coupling between electron and ion scales
during reconnection at shocks.
These new multi-scale measurements would shed light on the role of reconnection for particle energization at shocks and its relative importance compared to other
classical shock-related mechanisms such as energization due to a potential drop and
wave-particle interactions. This may have a very important impact on understanding
energization in solar and astrophysical shocks.
3.6 Added value observatory science
It is very important that part of the observational time of the Plasma Observatory is
dedicated to other topics, e.g. through guest investigator programs. This would serve
the much wider science community. Earlier missions show that many discoveries are
incidental and are in areas for which the missions were not originally designed. We
give a few examples of important topics that may be addressed outside the main science questions.
Measurements by the Plasma Observatory combined with ground measurements
would have a major impact on understanding the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling, such as magnetopause and jet braking region coupling to the ionosphere,
auroral arc generation interaction and others. In the ionosphere global scale processes can be covered by SuperDARN1 radars, ground-based magnetometer networks and global imaging (for example, the SMILE2 mission) while high resolution multi-point localized measurements can be obtained using auroral cameras
(e.g. ALIS 4D3), and high-resolution 3D incoherent radar observations (e.g. next
generation European EISCAT 3D4). This would allow for the first time to combine
in situ measurements at different scales simultaneously with corresponding multiscale ground-based observations leading to many discoveries. The Plasma Observatory will also have an impact on understanding Ionosphere-Thermosphere coupling,
since particles accelerated in the magnetosphere precipitate along the field-lines and
provide important input to the ionosphere-upper atmosphere system.
Perturbed conditions in space environment, e.g. energetic particles, can have
harmful impacts on human health and essential technological systems [177, 178].
The importance of Space Weather is recognized worldwide and large investments
are made to advance the forecasting capabilities and to advance the understanding
of fundamental particle energization mechanisms. The Plasma Observatory would
1
2
3
4

https://superdarn.ca/
https://sci.esa.int/smile
https://alis4d.irf.se/
https://eiscat.se/eiscat3d-information/
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allow many space weather science topics to be addressed. One important example
is the generation of Geomagnetically-Induced Currents (GICs) that can damage
infrastructure on the ground and the production of very energetic particles that can
damage infrastructure in space. The precise drivers of GICs in the magnetosphere
are currently unknown and multi-scale measurements in the magnetosphere, such as
those that can be delivered by the Plasma Observatory, are crucial to identify them.
Another important example concerns solar energetic particles (SEPs), which are a
crucial component of the interplanetary radiation environment and strongly affect
the Earth. Studying SEPs is of pivotal importance for space weather science and
brings together the solar and magnetospheric energetic particle communities. Multiscale measurements in near-Earth solar wind, such as those from the Plasma Observatory, will be of great importance to improve our understanding of SEPs.
There are examples of high-risk, high-gain topics that the Plasma Observatory
could also enable. For example, Cluster and MMS missions have used wave telescope methods that in the case of four-spacecraft can distinguish the wave modes
and their propagation directions [179]. With a seven-spacecraft constellation one
could go a big step further using the additional spacecraft to triangulate the source
regions. This would open a totally new experimental base for studying wave-particle
interactions and particle energization sites. Another example could be using multispacecraft measurements of naturally occurring plasma waves for tomographic
reconstructions of plasma density maps within the volume of the constellation,
similar to passive tomography methods as used in other fields, e.g. passive seismic
tomography.
3.7 Broader Impact
There are many collisionless plasma environments in the heliosphere for which understanding particle energization processes is essential but the detailed observations
needed to resolve these processes, such as those available in the near-Earth space,
will not be possible in the foreseeable future. Examples are induced magnetospheres
at minor bodies, magnetospheres of outer planets, the interaction region between
solar wind and interstellar medium, and many others. Results from the Plasma Observatory would be essential for understanding all such plasma environments.
In most plasma environments in the Universe, on the other hand, in situ measurements are not possible at all. However, plasma conditions in dimensionless parameter space can be similar to those in near-Earth plasmas, so that results from the
Plasma Observatory could be exported to distant plasmas. The closest example is the
lower part of the solar corona, where major particle energization occurs e.g. during
solar flares. More distant examples include the interstellar medium, stars and astrospheres, supernova remnants, accretion discs and astrophysical jets, galaxy clusters,
and the intergalactic medium. In all these environments, major particle energization
occurs as witnessed by cosmic rays and radiation that we remotely detect by telescopes. The quantitative measurements from the Plasma Observatory would allow
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one to derive quantities such as energy transfer and heating rates, energy partition
between electrons, protons, and heavy ions, and scaling laws as a function of key
dimensionless parameters such as Mach number and plasma beta. All this would
allow models of distant plasma objects to be tested, e.g. perform comparative studies with exoplanet magnetospheres and with astrophysical shocks.

4 Possible space mission profiles
4.1 Science and mission requirements
Particles. Core to the particle acceleration are the particle distribution functions,
which in a collisionless plasma can be far from Maxwellian. Thus, 3D phase space
distributions of thermal electrons and mass-resolved ions need to be measured at
the various scales simultaneously. The cadences are set by the scale dynamics. The
measurements shall capture most of the heating and the most numerous accelerated
populations. Measurements of energetic electrons and ions, together with ionic species, need to be made by one, and preferably more, spacecraft to follow the acceleration processes to higher energies and to study the role of composition as both an
input and output of the acceleration mechanisms.
Fields. Variability and fluctuating fields are thought to be the primary acceleration agents beyond the lowest order DC thermalization. The key measurements
include: (1) DC magnetic fields, (2) DC electric fields (3) fluctuating magnetic and
electric fields. DC magnetic fields are needed for resolving energization processes
ordered by ambient magnetic field. DC electric fields are needed for measuring
large-scale particle drifts and adiabatic energization processes. Fluctuating fields
(magnetic at least up to electron cyclotron frequencies and electric at least up to the
plasma frequency) shall be measured simultaneously at multiple scales, to determine
the high-frequency wave modes and intermittency of turbulence that scatters and
potentially selectively accelerates particles.
Key science regions. They are driven by the science questions. The key science
regions are the Earth’s bow-shock, magnetosheath, and foreshock to study the shock
processes and turbulence, also combination of those processes with reconnection.
Addressing such mechanisms as diffuse shock acceleration requires that regions
both close and far away (several Earth radii RE) from shock are covered. To study
reconnection, the key regions are magnetopause and magnetotail. For jet physics it
is important to cover the magnetosheath and magnetotail, particularly the region of
jet braking in the tail (around 8–10 RE from Earth) shall be covered.
Orbit. Optimization of orbit parameters would be needed to find the right balance between the time spent in the different key science regions. A reasonable starting point is an equatorial orbit with perigee about 8 RE, to include the jet braking
region, and apogee around 25 RE that is an approximate distance of reconnection
sites in the magnetotail and is well outside the bow shock allowing coverage of pristine solar wind and distant foreshock.
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Fig. 13  Spacecraft in launch
configuration including
dispenser. Left: ESA CrossScale seven spacecraft. Right:
JAXA SCOPE mother and four
daughters

4.2 Mission options
Based on the experience gathered from earlier mission concept studies, in particular Cross-Scale and THOR, and on the science results from recent multi-spacecraft
data, in particular from MMS, an L-class mission is needed in order to satisfy the
science requirements. The mission options provided below build on experience gathered by our Team from several earlier concepts studied in the last decade, namely
ESA/Cross-Scale, JAXA-CSA/SCOPE, ESA/EIDOSCOPE, ESA/THOR, and ESA/
PROSPERO, which all had particle energization as major science goal.
The Cross-Scale concept, which performed an ESA Phase-A study, allowed the
study of different constellation configurations, which eventually resulted in the
choice of a seven-spacecraft constellation of identical spacecraft covering two spatial scales simultaneously by using two tetrahedrons sharing one corner. The payload was optimized in order to obtain electron-resolution measurements at electron
scales and ion-resolution measurements at ion and fluid scales. The SCOPE JAXACSA concept, which had strong synergies with Cross-Scale, introduced a different
approach with a constellation composed of a mother-daughter spacecraft couple carrying high-resolution payload (addressing ion and electron scales) and by three identical spacecraft with a lower resolution payload (addressing macroscopic scales).
The EIDOSCOPE concept, submitted as an ESA M3 candidate, was an additional
high-resolution spacecraft completing the SCOPE constellation. The THOR ESA
concept, which performed an ESA Phase-A study, was a single spacecraft concept
including the highest resolution and highest quality in situ payload ever conceived.
Finally, the mission concept PROSPERO, submitted as an ESA F1 candidate, was a
constellation of eight CubeSats and one mother spacecraft acting as a relay, which
proposed the possibility to perform future high-quality in situ measurements by
using smallsats.
4.2.1 L‑class concepts
Different L-class mission concepts can be envisaged. We present two concepts, both
based on earlier heritage (Fig. 13):
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Constellation of seven spacecraft. This concept would be an optimization of the
earlier ESA Cross-Scale concept that is discussed in the Cross-Scale Assessment
Study Report.5 The constellation suggested here would consist of seven spacecraft
with identical platforms and possibly two different types of payload, one tailored for
electron scales and the other for ion/fluid scales. The actual repartition between the
two types of payload will depend on the technological and scientific developments.
In the case of Cross-Scale the payload on each spacecraft was of the order 25–30 kg
and the spacecraft dry mass was of the order 200 kg. There was a transfer module
to bring the spacecraft to the final orbit. Therefore, the requirements on the ∆V for
the spacecraft themselves were small, of the order 125 m/s to keep the constellation
in the required formations. The wet mass of each spacecraft was only about 250 kg.
Altogether the wet mass of spacecraft and transfer module including margins were
about 3500 kg. While it was optimized for Soyuz, the Ariane launcher would allow
larger launch mass and thus more payload on each of the spacecraft. As a rough estimate we can assume at least 40 kg payload on each spacecraft.
There are several parts of the Cross-Scale approach that can be further optimized,
in particular the payload capacity. For example, using Sun-pointing spacecraft
would allow for higher accuracy electric field and particle measurements, as well as
the possibility of including dedicated solar wind instruments such as a Faraday cup
or a cold solar wind ion electrostatic analyzer. Another example is increasing the
relative contribution of mass-resolved ion instruments due to the high importance of
understanding the mass dependence of particle acceleration processes. The orbit can
also be optimized, for example using lower perigee, eight instead of ten Earth radii,
to better cover the jet breaking and particle injection processes.
Mother and six daughters. This would be an optimization of the earlier JAXACAS SCOPE concept: a constellation of one mother spacecraft and six identical
daughters all carrying identical scientific payloads. The mother spacecraft will have
a SCOPE-like or THOR-like high-resolution payload, while the six smaller daughters will have lower resolution payloads compared to the mother spacecraft. Such a
setup would allow some of the instruments that do not require seven-point measurements to be put only on the mother, while the daughters could include instruments
for key particle and field measurements. Based on heritage and assuming an Ariane
launcher we can make a rough estimate of 150 kg payload on the mother and 30 kg
payload on each of the daughters. Depending on the outcome of technological studies, this concept may require mother-daughter communication such that all ground
communication would go via the mother spacecraft. This would simplify the ground
segment but trade-off studies are needed to see if it outweighs the complications
introduced by the inter-spacecraft communication.
Payload. To address the science requirements currently we expect that all seven
spacecraft should have electric and magnetic field (fluxgate and search-coil) instruments, electron and mass-resolved ion electrostatic analyzers, and energetic particle
instruments (solid state detector). For optimal science performance it is required that
all seven spacecraft would be spinners. The phase A study would require detailed
5
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study of tradeoffs among such things as spacecraft spin rate, number of instrument units, length of booms, size of sensors etc. Recent missions, such as MMS,
THEMIS, Van Allen Probes, and phase A studies of Cross-Scale and THOR, give
confidence that optimal solutions can be found. As an example, the Phase-A study
of the THOR mission addressed the limitations of the MMS payload and proposes
several improvements for measurements at kinetic ion and electron scales, which are
those requiring the highest resolution. Results are included in the THOR Assessment Study Report.6 The mission payload requires that important attention is paid
to the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) questions in designing a mission. However, they can be properly addressed, as demonstrated by the THOR EMC group,
and past missions.
Number of spacecraft. While seven points of measurements is the minimum
required to get closure on the science questions presented in this White Paper, the
possibility to have more points of measurements would allow to increase the science
return of the Plasma Observatory. As an example, having ten points of measurement
would allow the study of linear/stationary structures at electron, ion, and fluid scales
simultaneously (by using a corner-sharing tetrahedra option) or the first time direct
estimates of the second order terms in the Taylor expansion (SOTE) method [180].
As another example, a constellation of twelve spacecraft would allow for three
nested tetrahedra covering electron, ion, and fluid scales simultaneously without the
need to share one corner, which is an optimal constellation to address the three-scale
coupling.
4.2.2 Possible M‑class concept
There are possible ways to address parts of the science questions by using M-class
missions. One possible example is an upgraded version of the PROSPERO concept,
that was submitted as an ESA F1 mission but deemed too expensive and thus fitting
better the M-class envelope. F-class PROSPERO was a constellation of one mother
spacecraft acting as a relay and eight identical daughters (12U CubeSats) carrying
the scientific payload. In contrast to the F-class concept, the M-class version would
include some instrumentation on the mother, (e.g. the ion-mass spectrometer and the
cold solar wind instrument) and the daughters would be larger allowing higher resolution measurements than in the F-class version. This upgraded concept has been
accepted in 2019 for a Phase 0 study at CNES (Leader. A. Retinò). This M-class
option would allow the science questions of the L-class mission to be partially
answered, although it would be more a dedicated plasma experiment rather than a
plasma observatory serving the broad space plasma community. The availability of
eight points of measurements of electric and magnetic fields, which with current
technology provide already high resolution, would establish the electromagnetic
structure of particle energization regions beyond the linear and steady approximations, which will be an observational first. By using these measurements, important
questions related to the coupling between scales would also be answered. On the
6
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other hand, those questions requiring high resolution particle measurements, e.g. the
identification of energization mechanisms and the quantification of energy partition
among energy range and species, would be only partially answered due to the current limitations of particle detectors, which require high mass and power in order
to address kinetic scales (in particular electrons). Yet, success in some of the technological developments discussed above, would reduce these limitations and could
allow to answer a significant part of the L-class science.
4.2.3 Possible technological developments and impact on mission options
The most important areas of technological development include at the constellation level: optimization of industrial production and Assembly, Integration and Test
or Verification (AIT/AIV) activities of many spacecraft, Inter Spacecraft Link and
ranging, automatization of mission and science operations; at the spacecraft level:
platform design allowing flexible payload options, utilization of smallsats; at the
payload level: miniaturization of plasma instrumentation and simplification of payload operations.
Smallsats. The recent COSPAR Roadmap on Small Satellites for Space Science
[181] has highlighted the importance of smallsats for scientific research in upcoming decades. Obtaining high scientific quality measurements using smallsats require
miniaturization efforts of different subsystems, e.g. the attitude & orbit control system (AOCS), including payload miniaturization while keeping its performance. A
careful study of EMC on smallsats is also needed, to ensure high quality measurements of electromagnetic fields and distribution functions.
Inter Spacecraft Link (ISL). For the concepts where daughter spacecraft communicate with the Earth through mother, it is important that ISL has a sufficiently high
bit rate for expected spacecraft distances.
Ranging. Accuracy of ranging should be carefully addressed since this has an
impact on the measurement errors.
Payload miniaturization. The goal is to reduce the mass, volume, and power consumption, which is important in general when integrating many instruments on a
platform and is of particular importance for smallsat platforms. We cite here several examples. Miniaturized DC magnetometers have already been tested in flight
onboard a CubeSat in LEO and could measure the absolute magnetic field within
1% [182] and developments are continuing. Short and low-weight high-frequency
search-coil magnetometers are being developed e.g. at LPP (France) by optimizing
the shape of the ferromagnetic core [183]. Developments are ongoing e.g. at IRAP
(France) to make new compact instruments that measure thermal ions and electrons
with the same head, from a few eV to 35 keV. A new generation of electrostatic
analyzer with a "donut shape" has been designed at LPP for providing an instantaneous field of view of 2π steradians and for measuring distribution functions with
a very high time resolution [184]. Such a design is an alternative to earlier MMS
and other spacecraft strategies and would lead to major savings in mass and power
consumption. A miniaturized detector for electrons in the energy range 50 keV to
500 keV and protons from about 100 keV to over 6 MeV based on a solid-state telescope structure, allowing for particle species identification and energy measurement
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is also being developed for a CubeSat mission in the Finnish Centre of Excellence
in Sustainable Space. From the detection electronics point of view, many developments are ongoing to miniaturize front-end electronics in the form of ASICs, e.g. for
electron and ion detectors at LPP and IRAP. Similarly, ASICs have been developed
at LPP for the front-end electronics of search coil magnetometers, such as the one
onboard the ESA JUICE mission.
Payload industrial production. Due to the large number of identical instruments
to be produced, assembled, and tested, new strategies are currently being discussed
in order to reduce the cost and complexity while keeping the same quality. New
strategies for science calibration of many identical instruments are also being
defined.
Spacecraft and science operations. Technological developments are needed to
make the spacecraft and science operations more autonomous and therefore less
expensive. For example, more flexible schemes of controlling the quality of the
spacecraft constellation could be developed. Developments are expected to reduce
the complexity of science operations by using onboard automatic algorithms e.g.
automatic selective downlink.
Many R&D activities related to the technological developments discussed above
are ongoing or are planned for the upcoming years in Europe and involve industry,
national space agencies, and laboratories in many universities and research centers.
Overall, all this could lead to a substantial reduction in complexity and costs making
such a seven-spacecraft Plasma Observatory possible.
4.3 Ground segment support

4.3.1 Mission and science operations
Despite the large number of spacecraft and instruments, mission and science operations of the Plasma Observatory could be kept relatively simple when compared to
e.g. Cluster, Solar Orbiter, or JUICE, as for example demonstrated by the MMS mission [185]. Missions with many instruments having very different scientific objects
require very complex planning of spacecraft and payload operations. In the case of
the Plasma Observatory, mission operations can be kept simple because the payload operates as a single instrument. There are further ways to simplify operations:
spacecraft operate in a limited number of modes, e.g. science, calibration, and standby modes, autonomous handling of the scientific data acquisition including automatic selective downlink that is currently operated manually e.g. on MMS.
4.3.2 Scientific data analysis
The wealth of existing four-spacecraft analysis from Cluster and MMS, including
timing analysis of plasma boundaries and other structures and magnetic field and
plasma spatial gradients, have clearly shown the limitations of existing observations,
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Fig. 14  Cross-Scale like
constellation of seven virtual
spacecraft “flying” through a
supercomputer simulation of
reconnection: a cross section of
the simulation along the current
sheet showing the electron
current in code units. Black line
shows the trajectory of the virtual spacecraft. Measurements
of currents by seven spacecraft
b from the ion-scale tetrahedron
and c from the electron-scale
tetrahedron (one spacecraft is
common). This simulation is a
development of the one in [44]
but uses more resolution

particularly the strict assumption on linear gradients or 1D-structure assumption that
is implicit in most four-spacecraft methods.
With seven spacecraft, most of these limitations can be overcome and both nonlinear analysis (e.g. determination of non-linear gradients) and identification of temporal evolution between measurement points can be addressed. Beyond the number
of spacecraft, particular attention should be paid to the accuracy of measurements as
non-linear analysis methods are more sensitive to measurement errors.
A number of extensions to more than four measurement points already exist (e.g.
[179, 186, 187]) and others are ongoing e.g. to improve the reliability of the estimated gradients and wave vectors for constellations with any number of spacecraft
[188]. The space plasma community has gathered in the last two decades much
experience with four-spacecraft methods from Cluster and MMS, which makes the
analysis of 7-point measurements from several instruments, although complex, completely feasible.
4.3.3 Numerical simulation support
The boost in the last two decades of supercomputer simulations have made the
theoretical and experimental space plasmas communities strongly interconnected. This has resulted in dedicated numerical simulation support teams in
recent space plasma missions, such as for MMS [189]. Beyond providing theoretical predictions on particle energization, simulations provide valuable support
to mission design and payload. For the seven-spacecraft observatory, one can
make a virtual constellation “flying” through the simulation box in order to find
the optimal location and the inter-spacecraft separation for each of the science
questions.
An example in Fig. 14 shows a Cross-Scale like constellation “flying” through a
3D kinetic supercomputer simulation of reconnection. Reconnection starts uniformly
but quickly instabilities arise and cause the initiation of turbulence both in the inflow
region near the separatrices and in the outflow jets. The ion and electron-scale
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tetrahedra capture very different structure in the current, both in the central diffusion
region and in the two outflows. The two outflows are especially important and reveal
electron scale current peaks that have an internal structure even at the electron scale.
These are regions where the turbulence has reached the electron scale, producing
electron-scale currents that may dissipate energy via electron-scale reconnection.

5 Worldwide context
International collaborations are crucial for implementing the Plasma Observatory
enhancing its capabilities and scientific return by providing additional resources and
expertise. Examples of past collaborations exist both at spacecraft and payload level,
such as large programmatic missions e.g. Cluster, which was together with SOHO
one of the cornerstone missions of the ESA Horizon 2000 program, and MMS, as
well as the Cross-Scale and SCOPE Phase-A mission studies.
Important synergies can be envisaged using coordinated measurements between
the Plasma Observatory, other missions covering other regions of the near-Earth
space, and future ground observatories. This would lead to a coordinated and simultaneous coverage of near-Earth space at scales from the tiny electron scales to the
global magnetospheric ones. This has never been done before and would have major
scientific impacts, e.g. on space weather. Many discussions on such synergies are
ongoing between scientists and we encourage more such discussion also at the level
of space agencies.
In France, the need for a multi-point, multi-scale constellation addressing
fundamental plasma processes has been identified as a top priority by the CNES
Advisory Group on Sun, Heliosphere, and Magnetospheres. A mission concept
consisting of a constellation of smallsats in near-Earth space to study particle
energization, based on the PROSPERO concept, has been selected by CNES for a
Phase-0 study.
Italy has a large community in laboratory plasmas, space plasmas, and space
weather for which the science questions of particle energization is of high importance. Italy had important involvement in the earlier multiscale mission concepts
Cross-Scale, EIDOSCOPE, and PROSPERO. Moreover, the ASIs “Italy’s Roadmap
towards Space Weather science” recognizes the importance of in situ plasma multipoint observations.
In the United States, approximately 25 community White Papers are associated with a constellation mission concept. As an example, the mission concept
HELIOSWARM has been proposed to the 2019 MIDEX call. It is a swarm of
one mother spacecraft and eight smallsats, similar to the PROSPERO concept.
HELIOSWARM is tailored to study turbulent fluctuations in the solar wind,
which are a major mechanism of particle energization, and will explore multiple spatial scales from fluid to sub-ion. The HELIOSWARM mission includes
a strong European participation both in terms of science and instrumentation.
Another 12-spacecraft constellation concept called MagCon is tailored to study
the coupling between the magnetosphere and the ionosphere, particularly in the
region where plasma jets interact with the inner magnetosphere. MagCon would
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measure at much larger spatial scales (~ several Earth’s radii) and the synergy
between the Plasma Observatory and MagCon would allow the unique opportunity to simultaneously cover kinetic, fluid, and global scales.
In Japan, a SCOPE Working Group was active during period 2003–2014.
Despite the SCOPE mission not being finally realized, SCOPE science questions, which are very close to those in this White Paper, are still of major priority for the Japanese community. In order to address this science using the
Japanese small launch vehicle Epsilon, a mission called NEO-SCOPE is under
consideration. NEO-SCOPE consists of one 200 kg-size mother spacecraft and
at least four 50 kg-size micro spacecraft that can make full plasma measurements. As an option, adding a micro-spacecraft with an X-ray imager is also
considered in order to realize simultaneous measurement of the global structure
of the magnetosphere. NEO-SCOPE is also a testbed for the future formation
flying micro-satellite missions to planetary environments.
In China, since 2016 the National Space Science Center (NSSC) has started
to carry out concept studies on a mission proposal named "self-Adaptive Magnetic reconnection Explorer" (AME) [190]. AME targets the cross-scale science
of magnetic reconnection with a fleet of 12 + CubeSats and one mother satellite.
The AME proposal is in the pre-phase-A stage in the Strategic Priority Research
Program on Space Science II, Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS). This program has supported a series of space science missions, such as the joint ESACAS SMILE mission (due for launch in 2023) to explore the solar-wind-magnetosphere interactions. The solar-terrestrial connection is one of the preferred
themes supported by the Strategic Priority Research Program.
In Russia, the topic of particle energization is of the main national science priorities for the future space plasma program. The mission Spectr-R (2011–2019)
was designed to study very fast variations below the ion time scale in the solar
wind and has been highly successful. The upcoming mission Resonance-MKA is
a single spacecraft mission in preparation for another upcoming mission “Resonance”, to be launched in 2025 or later. It is a 4-spacecraft constellation to study
wave-particle interactions in the outer radiation belt. Possible future options of
close spacecraft constellations (seven spacecraft or more) for multiscale studies or magnetospheric constellations of several tens of spacecraft for studies of
global dynamics are considered.
The Canadian space plasmas community had a major role in the SCOPE project for which Canada was to provide the three spacecraft of the outer-formation.
Canada has also had an important participation in earlier multiscale mission
concepts Cross-Scale and EIDOSCOPE. The Canadian community is a strong
leader in ground-based observations (GeoSpace Monitoring network, 3D phased
array radars, etc.) and important synergies can be expected combining those
with in situ observations.
The interest for future multi-point, multi-scale constellations addressing fundamental plasma processes has been clearly expressed by a number of participants during the ESA Voyage 2050 workshop held in Madrid, Spain, in October
2019.
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6 Conclusions
This White Paper discusses how to address the science theme “How are charged
particles energized in space plasmas” through a future ESA mission in the framework of the ESA Voyage 2050 science program. Particle energization is a grand
challenge and unsolved problem of fundamental importance for plasma astrophysics, that can only be answered in the laboratory of near-Earth space with multipoint in situ measurements. Open science questions are related to energization by
shocks, magnetic reconnection, waves and turbulence, jets, and the combination
of these processes. Existing multi point observations, such as those from Cluster
and MMS missions, are not able to provide closure on these questions since they
cannot resolve the coupling among plasma scales as well as the nonlinearity and
nonstationarity of plasma energization structures. In situ measurements from a new
multi-point, multi-scale Plasma Observatory consisting of at least seven spacecraft
covering fluid, ion and electron scales are needed. Different options for implementation of the Plasma Observatory concept as L-class or M-class mission are discussed,
which will depend on technological developments in the coming years, both at
spacecraft and payload level. The Plasma Observatory will be the next logical step
for the space plasmas community following Cluster and MMS and it would further
strengthen the European scientific and technical leadership in this important field. It
will allow transformative advances in our comprehension of particle energization in
space plasmas, with very important impact also on solar and astrophysical plasmas,
as well as added value science for topics such as ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling and space weather thus serving a very broad science community. The need for
new multi-point, multi-scale measurements from a constellation such as the Plasma
Observatory is strongly supported by the international space plasmas community.
It is recognized as important by many space agencies such as ESA, NASA, JAXA,
NSSC-CAS and Roscosmos and international collaborations will be crucial for
implementing the Plasma Observatory in the future.

Appendix A
International Space Science Institute teams of recent years studying topics related to
particle energization:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Magnetic reconnection and particle energization: synergy of in situ and remote
observations (2008)
Relativistic reconnection and collisionless shocks (2009)
Particle Acceleration at Plasma Jet Fronts in the Earth’s Magnetosphere (2012)
Ion and Electron Bulk Heating by Magnetic Reconnection (2013)
Kinetic Turbulence and Heating in the Solar Wind (2014)
Small scale structure and transport during magnetopause magnetic reconnection:
from Cluster to MMS (2014)
Jets Downstream of Collisionless Shocks (2015)
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8.
9.
10.
11.

Particle Acceleration in Solar Flares and Terrestrial Substorms (2016)
MMS and Cluster Observations of Magnetic Reconnection (2016)
Magnetic Topology Effects on Energy Dissipation in Turbulent Plasma (2017)
Current Sheets, Turbulence, Structures and Particle Acceleration in the Heliosphere (2017)
12. Study of the Physical Processes in Magnetopause and Magnetosheath Current
Sheets Using a Large MMS Database (2018)
13. Resolving the Microphysics of Collisionless Shock Waves (2019)
14. Foreshocks across the heliosphere: system specific or universal physical processes? (2019)
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